
Breaking news

International sports

Live events

TV Reality shows

Shaking up the established OU market with 
a reliable product offering - check out ABS 
OU Service, a more open, cost-effective and 
flexible capacity partner!

OCCASIONAL
USE SERVICE
OCCASIONAL
USE SERVICE

+44 (0)330 123 1220

OUBookings@absatellite.com

Shaking up the established OU market with 
a reliable product offering - check out ABS 
OU Service, a more open, cost-effective and 
flexible capacity partner!



+44 (0)330 123 1220 Asia contact:  vincent.lim@absatellite.com

Benefits: About ABS:
Dedicated 24/7 booking o�ce

Ad hoc short term to long term capacity use

Support planned and unexpected events as they happen

Reliable satellite capacity for critical media content

Delivery of cutting edge sporting and news events across Europe and Asia

Round the clock technical support

P2

OCCASIONAL USE SERVICE

ABS is a global satellite operator and offers a 
complete range of tailored solutions 
including broadcasting, data and 
telecommunication services to broadcasters, 
service providers, enterprises and 
government organizations. 

Operating a fleet of satellites, ABS covers over 
93% of the world’s population across the 
Americas, Africa, Asia Pacific, Europe, the 
Middle East, CIS and Russia. 

ABS has strategic alliances and partnerships 
with state-of-the-art communications hubs 
to deliver the best satellite solution.

ABS Occasional Use is available on ABS-3A European beam and now also on ABS-2 East Hemi beam.

The ABS OU service provides reliable and flexible ad-hoc capacity for contribution and distribution of 
your content to any location in the beam footprints.  Using the ABS OU service, users can transmit 
breaking news, summits, live international sports and events around the clock 24/7 at competitive rates. 

Europe contact: chris.spore@absatellite.comOUBookings@absatellite.com

ABS-3A wide Ku-band European beam extends from North America, across Europe to Moscow.

ABS-2 East Hemi beam covers key markets in Southeast Asia and  North 
Asia with established penetration in the Philippines, Indonesia and Taiwan.

ABS-3A Ku European Beam

ABS-2 C East Hemi Beam
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